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In Jan-Mar 2015, the main partner country for non-
oil exports was UAE with KD 68.4 million, followed by
China (KD 62.6 million) and Saudi Arabia (KD 53.9 mil-
lion), it stated. The top country for Kuwait’s imports was
China (KD 402.5 million), followed by the United States
of America (KD 229.4 million), UAE (KD 200 million) and
Japan (KD 153.1 million), it pointed out.

Compared to the same quarter of the previous year,

exports to GCC countries were KD 168.9 million, a 20.3
percent increase, it said, adding the share of the GCC
countries was 4.2 percent in Jan-Mar 2015, while it was
1.9 percent in Jan-Mar 2014. During the same period,
25.7 percent of imported products were industrial sup-
plies. Compared to the same period in the previous
year, imports of food and beverages increased by 4.5
percent, industrial supplies increased 9.4 percent, con-
sumer goods increased 9.0 percent and capital goods
increased 23 percent, it concluded. — KUNA 

Kuwait exports plunge by half as imports...

MOSCOW: Saudi Arabia’s foreign minister yesterday
poured cold water on Russian calls to join forces with the
Syrian authorities against Islamic State jihadists, insisting it
would never work with President Bashar Al-Assad. Moscow
- one of Assad’s few remaining allies - has called for coordi-
nation between the Syrian government and members of
an international coalition fighting the extremist group,
which controls swathes of territory in Syria and Iraq.

But Saudi Foreign Minister Adel Al-Jubeir insisted there
would be no cooperation with the Syrian regime after
meeting Russian counterpart Sergei Lavrov in Moscow. “As
for a coalition in which Saudi Arabia would participate
with the government of Syria, then we need to exclude
that. It is not part of our plans,” Jubeir said in comments
translated into Russian. “Our position has not changed...
there is no place for Assad in the future of Syria,” Jubeir
said. “We think that Bashar Al-Assad is part of the problem,
not part of the solution.”

Saudi Arabia is part of a US-led coalition that began an
air campaign against IS in Syria last September. Russia sup-
ports Assad while Saudi Arabia insists he must step down
to help end a four-year conflict that has cost over 240,000
lives. The two ministers last met in Qatar on Aug 3 when

Lavrov, Jubeir and US Secretary of State John Kerry held a
three-way meeting, with Syria topping the agenda. Lavrov
said Moscow was not looking to establish a formal alliance
against the radical group but warned a failure to cooper-
ate could open the door to extremists.  

Russia wanted “all those who are already fighting terror-
ists to somehow coordinate so that they focus on their
main task - to fight the threat of terrorism,” Lavrov said.  He
admitted that there remained “persistent differences”
between Riyadh and Moscow over how to tackle the
Syrian conflict. “The exit of President Assad is part of these
differences,” Lavrov said. 

Russia is trying to bolster its claims to act as a mediator
in the Syrian crisis and is set to host a raft of opposition
leaders and negotiators on the crisis. Both Jabeir and
Lavrov called for a fresh push to unite Syria’s fragmented
opposition in a bid to reinvigorate efforts to find a political
settlement to the crisis. Syria’s opposition National
Coalition is set to visit the Russian capital this week along
with a second opposition group. The leader of the Kurdish
Syrian Democratic Union Party (PYD) is also expected,
Lavrov said, as is the deputy of the United Nation’s envoy
on Syria Staffan de Mistura. — AFP 

Saudis reject Russian calls to
work with Assad against IS

Storks sit in their nest during sunset on Monday in Schoenebeck, Germany. —AFP 

ABIDJAN: At just 26, Fatou’s skin is marbled from layer on
layer of whitening cream. Some even call her a “salamander”
woman after the little reptile with light spots and translu-
cent skin. But nothing can stop the hairdresser in Ivory
Coast’s commercial capital Abidjan from using the skin-
lightening cream in her quest for a paler complexion. “I love
light skin,” Fatou said. “I can’t stop.”  Many Ivorian women-as
well as more and more men - are using creams with danger-
ous chemicals for depigmentation, despite government
attempts to stop the practice.

In late April, Ivory Coast banned whitening creams
because of the negative health effects associated with
them, ranging from white spots and acne to cancer. If
applied liberally, the cosmetics can also cause high blood
pressure and diabetes, according to Professor Elidje Ekra, a
dermatologist at Abidjan’s Treichville university hospital. The
banned products include creams containing mercury, cer-
tain steroids, vitamin A, or with hydroquinone levels above
two percent.

Hydroquinone is often used in black and white photog-
raphy and is banned as a skin-lightening ingredient in
Europe as it is considered a potential carcinogen. The dan-
gers don’t seem to deter consumers, though. 

‘Women Who Shine in the Night’ 
While no official statistics are available, “tchatchos” - or

those with lightened skin, often recognisable by their darker
knuckles and elbows - are omnipresent in Abidjan.
Businesses continue to sell the whitening products, because
they know people will continue to buy them despite the
risks. “We know that our lightening products are dangerous,”
an executive for an Ivorian cosmetic company said, adding
that a ban would be counterproductive. “It would push con-
sumers to make their own products, which would be even
worse. At least we know the composition.”

Some women say that it’s societal pressure - particularly
from men - that forces them to lighten their skin. “It’s men
that push women to become lighter,” said Marie-Grace
Amani, who has been whitening her skin for the past four
years. Ivory Coast’s Health Minister Raymonde Goudou
Coffie agrees. Ivorian men “love women who shine in the
night”, she told AFP. “They bring light and glow in the bed-
room.”

Measure Still an ‘Empty Shell’ 
Three months after the new law was introduced - which

could entail a fine of 50,000 to 350,000 CFA francs ($83 to
$585) for violators - salons are still advertising their lighten-
ing products. Whitening soaps with names like “Glow and
White” and “Body White” leave little doubt as to their intend-
ed use. “After raising awareness, we will move to the next
phase of removing products from the market,” Coffie said.

A national evaluation and marketing authorisation com-
mittee has been set up to ensure implementation of the
measures, but one of the biggest fights could be against
cultural beauty standards. Lightened faces continue to pro-
liferate on billboards in Abidjan, with the featured models
flaunting fair skin. Ekra says that while it’s a great initiative,
the text is still an “empty shell”. “We see women on national
television who use the corrosive products,” said Ekra. “Do
those that enforce the measure even respect it?”

If people want to lighten their skin, experts say they’ll
always find a way to do it. “We tell people it’s not good for
their health, but if they find something good there... we can-
not forbid someone to do what they wish,” said Paul Aristide
Kadia, who sells the products. The practice is not only pres-
ent in Ivory Coast, but widespread elsewhere in Africa, as
well as in large parts of Asia. In nearby Senegal, people
mobilised against skin lightening in 2013, but failed to get a
ban on products. — AFP 

Chasing fair skin, Ivorians 
ignore whitening cream ban


